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Abstract
Energy efficiency optimization techniques of electrical drive systems improve the overall efficiency and reduce the hardness of mechanical characteristics of the drive system. It is therefore important to reduce the
slip of induction motor to maintain its stable operation at different frequencies and loads. In this paper a slip
compensator, based on fuzzy logic incremental controller has been developed to improve the steady state
performance of efficiency-optimized three-phase induction motor drive system. The slip control is accomplished through a fuzzy controller with 9 rules, taking speed error and speed error variation as inputs, to
produce the frequency. The proposed controller reduces the slip occurring at low frequencies and light loads
to certain value, and also reduces the energy efficiency of the system.
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1. Introduction
Induction motors are the most used in industry since they
are rugged, inexpensive, and are maintenance free. It is
estimated that more than 50% of the world electric energy generated is consumed by electric machines. Improving efficiency in electric drives is important, mainly
for economic saving and reduction of environmental
pollution. Induction motors have a high efficiency and
hard torque-speed characteristics at rated speed and
torque. However, at light loads and low frequencies,
motor efficiency decreases dramatically due to an imbalance between the copper and core losses. It is therefore important to optimize the efficiency of the motor
drive systems if significant energy saving are to be obtained.
In optimal control, there are two main approaches to
improve the induction motor efficiency at light loads and
low frequencies, namely loss model control and search
model control [1-4].
Efficiency optimization affects some of the motor performance indicators, such as maximum torque, magnetic
flux, and slip. Thus, it is important to insert some compensation into the drive system to keep the maximum
torque or magnetic flux constant for all operating frequencies. In some cases, there is a need to reduce the slip
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to a certain value to insure stable operation of the drive
system at low frequencies [4].
Induction motor slip can be controlled by using conventional slip control schemes, based on proportionalintegral controllers, or by implementing fuzzy logic slip
controllers. The use of fuzzy logic techniques can be
advantageous, even in cases, where the classical approaches can be used and perform well [5,6].
In this paper, a fuzzy logic incremental controller has
been developed to reduce the slip in efficiency-optimized
three-phase induction motor drive. The efficiency optimization of the studied system was accomplished by
using search controller, which manipulates the value of
stator voltage, at which the efficiency is maximum for
any operating point. The proposed controller was validated by simulation results of Matlab Simulink model of
the drive system.

2. Design of Slip Compensator
The slip s is defined by:
s

ref  m
ref

where the reference speed ref 

(1)
2πf
, m = motor
p
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speed, and p = number of poles pairs.
The model of the proposed slip compensator is shown
in Figure 1.
The main component of the slip compensator is the
fuzzy logic controller FLC, which belongs to the category of artificial intelligence based controllers. The main
advantage of fuzzy logic control over other forms of
knowledge-based control lies in the interpolative nature
of the fuzzy control rules.
In this paper, a fuzzy logic PD incremental controller
is suggested, due to the simplicity in its design and construction. The main task of the proposed controller is to
reduce the slip, occurring at low frequencies and light
loads to a certain value.
The block diagram of generalized fuzzy PD incremental controller is shown in Figure 2, where:
U    E  CE  * GCU * Ts
 GCE * GCU *  GE GCE   e * Ts  e 

(2)

e = speed error, GE = gain of error, GCE = gain of error
change, E = first input of the fuzzy controller, f = output
of the fuzzy controller, GCU = gain of fuzzy logic controller output, 1/s = sampling period, and Δf = change in
frequency.
The proportional gain and integral action can be computed by:

K p  GCE * GCU

(3)

1
GE

Ti GCE

(4)
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The structure of FLC is shown in Figure 3. The speed
error after scaling by GE and the rate of change of speed
error after scaling by GCE are considered as the input
linguistic variables, and the frequency is considered as
the output linguistic variable of FLC, as shown in Figure
2.
A triangular function, as shown in Figure 4, is used as
membership function for the input fuzzy sets (N standing
for negative, Z for zero, and P for positive).
Also, a triangular function, as shown in Figure 5, is
used as membership function for the output fuzzy sets
(NB standing for negative big, NM for negative medium,
Z for zero, PM for positive medium, and PB for positive
big).
The design of rules is based on linguistic verbalization
of knowledge about the motor drive system. Each control
rule consists of an “if” situation pair and “then” action.
The following equations are used to specify rules for
the proposed FLC.
e    ref  m

(5)

f m  f ref  f

(6)

where e( ) = speed error, fref = reference frequency, fm =
motor frequency, and Δf = change in frequency.
The rules used for the proposed FLC algorithm are as
follows:
1) if e   is N and e   is N then frequency is
NB.
2) if e   is Z and e   is N then frequency is
NM.

Figure 1. Slip compensator model.

Figure 2. Block diagram of generalized fuzzy logic PD incremental controller.
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constructed and investigated. The system performance at
different operating points was analyzed.
Figures 7-9 show the relationship between torque,
frequency and efficiency in the studied drive system with
V
V
= const controller only,
= const controller and
f
f
Figure 3. The structure of FLC.

Figure 4. Input fuzzy sets.

V
= constant controller, effif
ciency optimizer and slip compensator, respectively. It is
clear from Figures 7-9 that slip compensator reduces the
system efficiency. This due to the change in the value of
stator voltage, maximizing the efficiency at the given
operating point
Figures 10 and 11 show the speed response of the system for different two operating points, from which it is
clear that slip compensator reduces the drop in steady
state speed.
Figures 12 and 13 show the slip response of the system for different two operating points, from which it is

efficiency optimizer, and

Figure 5. Output fuzzy sets.

3) if e   is P and e   is N then frequency is Z.
4) if e   is N and e   is Z then frequency is
NM.
5) if e   is Z and e   is Z then frequency is Z.
6) if e   is P and e   is Z then frequency is
PM.
7) if e   is N and e   is P then frequency is Z.
8) if e   is Z and e   is P then frequency is
PM.
9) if e   is P and e   is P then frequency is PB.
Figure 6 represents the rule viewer. The values of GE,
GCE, GCU, membership functions, fuzzy sets for the
input/output variables, and the rules used in this paper
were selected by trial and error to obtain the optimum
drive performance. Also, the center of gravity defuzzification was used.

Figure 6. The rule viewer.

3. Simulation Results
A Matlab Simulink model for the studied drive system,
V
containing
= const controller, efficiency optimizaf
tion controller based on search model, and slip compensator, based on fuzzy logic incremental controller, was
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Figure 7. The relationship between torque, frequency and
V
= const controller only.
efficiency in the system with
f
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Figure 8. The relationship between torque, frequency and
V
efficiency in the system with
= const controller and
f
efficiency optimizer.

Figure 9. The relationship between torque, frequency and
V
= const controller, effiefficiency in the system with
f
ciency optimizer and slip compensator.

Figure 10. Speed response at load torque = 5 N·m and frequency = 5 Hz.
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Figure 11. Speed response at load torque = 15 N·m and
frequency = 5 Hz.

Figure 12. Slip response at load torque = 5 N·m and frequency = 5 Hz.

Figure 13. Slip response at load torque = 15 N·m and frequency = 20 Hz.
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clear that implementation of slip compensator reduces
the steady state slip in the drive system to 2% - 4%.

4. Conclusions
This paper has presented a slip compensator based on
fuzzy logic incremental controller for three-phase efficiency-optimized drive system. The simulation results
showed that the steady state slip of the motor was reduced. Also, it was noticed that slip compensation reduces the maximum efficiency of the system. The proposed technique can be implemented in electrical drive
systems, operating at variable loads and variable frequencies.
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